Hillel To Formulate Plans For Ceremony

This Wednesday at 5:35 p.m., Hillel will hold its last meeting of the semester, in Crafts Lounge in East Campus. At this time initial plans will be discussed for the formal dedication of the Ark and the Founder, which will be held March 18 in the Chapel. The necessary funds for the construction of the ark and the purchases of the Founder are being made available by the Boston MIT Hillel Club. The picture for Technique will be taken at this time.

The last Friday evening Sabbath services for the semester will be held this Friday evening in the Chapel at 7:00 p.m. The weekly service will be surrounded at the start of the spring semester.

Once upon a time there was a group of cats who really wanted to be cool, but who had to cut out on the party scene because they were too consistently late. Anyway, they finally got a booking on the New World cruise for a one-way excursion canoe called the Mayflower. Now they were a mighty cool combo, but they didn't have a clue what was going on. They wanted to be like the others, but they were a bunch of loners. When they finally got to Plymouth Rock, they realized they had to change their ways.
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